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Leonberg, July 10th, 2019 

 

 

TECHART adds new power and styling upgrades for the V6 Cayenne models. 

 

A new engine powerkit for the Cayenne as well as new body styling options for the Cayenne, Cayenne 

S and Cayenne E-Hybrid models enhance TECHART’s individualization program for the Porsche 

Cayenne range. The power upgrade for the Cayenne is a new option among the existing powerkits for 

the E-Hybrid and Turbo models. Another TECHART powerkit for the Cayenne S will follow within short 

time. All powerkits are also available for the referring Coupé models. 

 

Just like TECHART’s engine enhancements for the Cayenne E-Hybrid and Turbo, the new Cayenne 

option uses the reliable TECHART TECHTRONIC engine management. It empowers the Sport mode 

by adding another 29 kW (40 hp) and boosts the maximum torque by 100 Newtonmeters. 

 

The TECHTRONIC is designed to be fitted quick and trouble-free by any Porsche specialized workshop 

and the result of the short stay is impressive: the run from 0 to 100 km/h or 62 mph is completed in just 

4.9 seconds, beating the time of the standard model clearly. The lead grows to 2 seconds accelerating 

0 to 160 km/h or 100 mph. The maximum speed top of 253 km/h tops the speed of the standard 

Cayenne by approx.10 km/h. 

 

 

New aerodynamic styling components for the V6 models. 

 

Before, the TECHART front spoiler was only available for the Cayenne Turbo or vehicles featuring the 

Sport Design Package. The new front spoiler was specially designed for the standard front aprons of 

the Cayenne, Cayenne S and Cayenne E-Hybrid. A new roof spoiler is now also available for these 

models. 

 

In addition, all other exterior options of the TECHART individualization range are available. Such as the 

aerodynamically shaped carbon front lid, the contoured side skirts, the powerful rear apron and diffusor 

element as well as sporty styling details like the rear hatch spoiler. 
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All-round TECHART treatment for the Cayenne. 

 

TECHART wheels, sport exhaust systems, chassis options as well as TECHART’s versatile interior 

customization program offer any freedom of choice in order to configure a very personal Cayenne. The 

interior design upgrades range from subtle color-matched accents to custom-made steering wheels and 

further to unique handcrafted interiors. Top of the range feature for the Cayenne is the exclusive 

TECHART interior designed in cooperation with the Germany-based furniture brand ROLF BENZ. 

 

 

Customization with peace of mind: genuine TECHART is warranty-backed. 

 

In addition to the statutory warranty, TECHART offers two guarantee programs, which make it literally 

risk-free for Porsche owners to go for TECHART refinement. Already included in the powerkits and valid 

world-wide is the TECHART TECHTRONIC warranty which covers engine and drivetrain. 

 

As an option, the new TECHART PROTECT warranty covers the complete vehicle. Valid Europe-wide 

for new and for pre-owned Porsche cars, it does not only include a 111 point vehicle check and a 

mobility warranty package but also ensures 0% own contribution or advance payment. 

 

Learn more at techart.com/protect 
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Technical Data – TECHART Powerkits for the Cayenne models. 

 

 

 

TA 09Y/1 

for Cayenne and Cayenne Coupé 

(9YA), standard: 250 kW (340 hp), 

450 Nm 

TA 09Y/E1 

for Cayenne E-Hybrid (9YA), 

standard: 340 kW (462 hp), 

700 Nm 

TA 09Y/T1 

for Cayenne Turbo and Cayenne 

Turbo Coupé (9YA), standard: 

404 kW (550 hp), 770 Nm 

Power enhancement 
+ 29 kW 

+ 40 hp 

+ 65 kW 

+ 88 hp 

+ 66 kW 

+ 90 hp 

Torque increase + 100 Nm + 130 Nm + 130 Nm 

Total power output 

279 kW 

380 hp, 

max. 550 Nm 

405 kW 

550 hp, 

max. 830 Nm 

470 kW 

640 hp, 

max. 900 Nm 

0 - 100 km/h (Sport Plus) 4.9 s 4.8 s 3.7 s 

0 - 160 km/h (Sport Plus) 12.3 s 11.2 s 8.4 s 

Top speed 253 km/h 253 km/h (electronically limited) 300 km/h (electronically limited) 
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TECHART Automobildesign. The Brand. The Company. 
 
 
TECHART Automobildesign GmbH, with its headquarters in Leonberg near Stuttgart, sets global 

standards in terms of premium refinement for Porsche cars. Founded in 1987, TECHART has been 

living this passion for over 30 years. With consistent implementation of own ideas and developments, 

high quality standards and continuous brand development, the company became an internationally 

renowned trademark with sales partners all over the world. 

 

TECHART’s product range offers refinement options for any Porsche model and every section of the 

vehicle : aerodynamic improvement and exterior styling, technical optimizations such as engine 

powerkits, exhaust systems, wheels, suspensions or assistance systems, as well as bespoke interior 

personalization, manufactured by TECHART’s inhouse saddlery and upholstery shop. 

Approved as an internationally registered vehicle manufacturer and certified as Authorized Economic 

Operator (AEO-F) by the European Union, TECHART is the premium brand for the refinement of 

Porsche cars worldwide. 
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